Abstract-Topic modeling techniques have been primarily being used to mine the topics from text corpora. These techniques reveal the hidden thematic structure in a collection of documents and facilitate to build up new ways to browse, search and summarize large archive of texts. A topic is a group of words that frequently occur together. A topic modeling can connect words with similar meanings and make a distinction between uses of words with several meanings. Here we present a survey on journey of topic modeling techniques comprising Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and non-LDA based techniques and the reason for classify the techniques into LDA and non-LDA is that LDA has ruled the topic modeling techniques since its inception. We have used the three hierarchical classification criteria's for classifying topic models that include LDA and non-LDA based, bag-of-words or sequence-of-words approach and unsupervised or supervised learning for our survey. Purpose of this survey is to explore the topic modeling techniques since Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) topic model to the latest topic models in deep learning. Also, provide the brief summary of current probabilistic topic models as well as a motivation for future research.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this era of information technology, the combined knowledge is being generated in digital form that is stored in numerous forms such as blogs, news, research articles, social networks, web pages etc. There are fairly sophisticated search techniques to extract meaningful information from these collections of digitized documents. Traditional search engines would search for terms and retrieve the list of relevant documents whereas each document has thematic structure related to many topics. Topic modeling does the same in which it models groups of word collectively representing the topic for each document and each document across a mixture of latent topics or themes. The intuition behind topic modeling is that each document is comprised of some 'topics' or 'themes'. A "topic" is understood as a group of words that represent the topic as a whole.
In the related work on some past surveys on topic modeling have been done that include [1, 2, 3, 4] . In survey paper [1] , presents a classification of directed probabilistic topic models and explains a broader view on graphical models. It may be considered as an enormous initial point for venture in the field of topic modeling. In [2] and [3] an introductory discussion about topic modeling is presented. In paper [4] discusses the classification of probabilistic topic modeling algorithms.
In this survey, we provide survey on topic modeling techniques since Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) topic model to the latest topic models in deep learning techniques for generating topics from collection of documents. The earlier surveys were very rudimentary and to our best knowledge there doesn't exit any survey that considers state of the art algorithm in topic modeling. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of classifications for topic modeling of our survey. Section 3 describes the topic modeling techniques. Section 4 describes the applications of topic modeling. Section 5 concludes the paper. ordering to enable the global semantic structures whereas another approach doesn't neglect the word ordering known as sequence-of-words (S). Although the bag-ofwords approach is frequently used for its simplicity as compared to sequence-of-words approach which requires additional information direct to better results in some problem domains. A third criterion is based on the dependability of labeled data. The intuition behind topic modeling was to apply unsupervised learning (U) where unlabeled data can be provided. In unsupervised learning topics consist of collection of words with no data labels are provided and human expertise is requiring to represent a topic name to the collection of words. Most of the topics modeling techniques are fully unsupervised; there are few models used semi-supervised or supervised learning (S) for classify topics based on labeled data. Fig. 1 . shows the classification tree of topic modeling techniques. Legend: L/NL -LDA based vs. Non-LDA based techniques; B/Sbag of words vs. sequence of words; U/S -unsupervised vs. supervised. The class of LDA based sequence of word models with supervised learning has no known implementations. In the following figures, filled circle shows for the given input variable and the white circle shows for the observed variables.
III. TOPIC MODELING TECHNIQUES
In this section, we would focus on discussing topic modeling techniques based on the classification criteria. These techniques are very frequently used in many applications to extract the topics from collections of documents which help to tag the similar document under topics.
A. LDA based bag of words topic models with unsupervised learning a. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
In [5] , introduced the generative probabilistic model i.e. LDA becomes foundation for numerous latent factors discovery algorithms which was collectively known as Probabilistic topic models. This model upgrades into Bayesian graphical model by introducing priors on document-topic distributions than pLSI. By introducing the Dirichlet prior distribution in LDA resolves the problematic issues of increasing number of estimation parameters in pLSI. Fig. 2 . shows the graphical model for LDA. 
b. Hierarchical Latent Dirichlet Allocation (HLDA)
In [6] , HLDA introduced as an expansion to LDA which models a tree of topic instead of flat topic proposed by LDA. HLDA uses a non-parametric Bayesian model to generate a prior via distribution on partitions using Chinese restaurant process [7] to build topical hierarchies. Each node in the tree is associated as a topic whereas topic is distribution of words. The document can be generated by traversing a path from root to leaf, repetitively sampling topics down the path and sampling the words from the nested topics. Fig. 3 . shows the graphical model for HLDA. 
c. Author-Topic Model (ATM)
In [8] , ATM was first proposed as a generative probabilistic model expansion of LDA and later this was expanded in [9] . This model resulting from LDA and used metadata present in each document for extracting topic distribution with respect to author in corpora. In this model, each word is connected with two latent variables as an author and a topic. Alike LDA, each topic has distribution over words and each author has distribution over topics. ATM goes step advance to models author- Fig. 4 . shows the graphical model for ATM. 
d. Dynamic Topic Model (DTM)
In [10] , DTM was introduced as an extension on LDA based on detecting the topics as an evolution of time in sequentially organized documents. The document metadata has used as notion of time that describes the word-topic distribution which make intuition to develop topic trends. A topic is a sequence of distributions over words instead single distribution over words. DTM yield more complicated inferences because of sampling methods and non-conjugacy, which are overcome by using Variational Wavelet Regression or Variational Kalman filtering variational methods. DTM has an ability to track fixed number of topics through discrete notion of time. Fig. 5 . shows the graphical model for DTM. In [11] , CorrTM was introduced to overcome the inability of LDA to model correlation among the topics. The logistic normal distribution [12] exhibits correlation among the topic proportions instead of Dirichlet distribution in LDA. CorrTM able to model complex structure of underlying topics and gives a covariance matrix which form a topic graph, as compared to LDA model that compels mutual independence on topics and therefore making it more expressive. Mean variational algorithm [13] has used for inference in this model to form a factorized distribution of the topics. CorrTM has always proves to be more expressive than LDA and very effective for topic exploration and visualization. Fig. 6 . shows the graphical model for CorrTM. In [14] , BLTM was introduced to overcome the bag-ofword approach to construct the model based on N-gram model. BLTM has predicted each word based on the measurement of its previous word. BLTM generation extends over LDA by defining the distribution of words over topic and context. BLTM has incorporated Dirichlet prior with hyper-parameters into biterm conditional distribution matrix and did marginalization. These hyperparameters are inferred using Gibbs EM algorithm. The properties of a hierarchical Dirichlet bigram language model [15] were used to explore the hierarchical generative probabilistic model for latent topic variables and n-gram statistics. Instead of drawing distribution over words for topics this model draw distribution over words for a particular context from one of two priors. Fig. 7 . shows the graphical model for BLTM. In MG-LDA document are represent as a set of sliding windows. Gibbs Sampling has used for inference in this model. MG-LDA model has showed promising results when applied for extracting rating aspects from online reviews. This model is well suited for online reviews problem since it identifies the significant topics along with cluster them into coherent groups. Fig. 8 . shows the graphical model for MG-LDA.
Fig.8. BLTM Graphical Model

h. Concept Topic Model (CTM)
In [17] , CTM was introduced as probabilistic model which combining the hierarchy of human defined semantic concepts along with a statistical topic model to induce semantically rich concepts. In this topic model, concepts have added to the topics of the topic model which produce an effective set of topic and concept word distribution for each document. Hierarchical Concept Topic Model (hCTM) has incorporated the hierarchy structure of the concept set. hCTM used generative process in which word tokens would be generated from the concept part of this model by sampling a pathway from root of the concept tree to some distribution over word types related with the concept. Fig. 9 . shows the graphical model for CTM. 
B. LDA based bag of words topic models with supervised learning a. Supervised Latent Dirichlet allocation (SLDA)
In [18] , SLDA was introduced as probabilistic model an extension to LDA of labeled documents. In SLDA, a response variable has added for each document. In order to find latent topics that would best predict the response variables for future unlabeled documents by jointly model the responses and documents. The appropriate Mean field variational inference method has used for posterior inference which incorporated in EM algorithm for maximum-likelihood for estimating the unknown parameters. Fig. 10 . shows the graphical model for SLDA. 
b. Dirichlet Multinomial Regression (DMR)
In [19] , DMR was introduced as an extension to LDA which incorporates arbitrary features of documents i.e. metadata. The metadata includes the author, publication venue, references and dates as arbitrary features of document. DMR has able to incorporate arbitrary types of observed discrete, continuous and categorical features with no additional coding. This model has trained using stochastic EM sampling algorithm. DMR model has incurred additional complexity results in a larger number of variables to sample and convoluted sampling distribution. Fig. 11 . shows the graphical model for DMR. 
c. Supervised Citation Network Topic Model (SCNTM)
In [20] , SCNTM was introduced as non-parametric extension topic model of a mixture of the author-topic model and the Poisson mixed-topic link model that incorporate bibliographic analysis of authors, topics and documents. SCNTM generates probability vectors represents as counts by using Griffiths-EngenMcCloskey (GEM) distribution [21] and the base distribution as Pitman-Yor process (PYP) [22] algorithms, which make use of the conjugacy of the Multinomial distribution and the Dirichlet distribution, which allowed the sampling of the citation networks to be of similar form to the collapsed sampler of a topic model. The clustering task has been improved by incorporating supervised learning to this model. Fig. 12 . shows the graphical model for SCNTM. In [23] , seqLDA was introduced as novel variant of LDA underlying sequential structure. Hierarchy modeling was applied to documents which were considered as a multiple segments and each segment is associated to its predecessor and subsequent segments. The first-order Markov chain was used to bind a sequence of LDA model. The two-parameter Poisson-Dirichlet process (PDP) [24, 25] was used to capture the progressive topical dependency in a hierarchical way. An efficient collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm was proposed based on the hierarchical two-parameter Poisson-Dirichlet process (HPDP) on top of the corresponding Chinese Restaurant Process. This model has showed higher fidelity over LDA in terms of perplexity. Fig. 13 . shows the graphical model for seqLDA. 
D. LDA based sequence of words topic models with supervised learning
This class of LDA based sequence of word topic models with supervised learning has no known implementations.
E. non-LDA based bag of words topic models with unsupervised learning a. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
LSA was pioneered by [26] in early 1990s. In establishment phase it was used as a technique in information retrieval for evaluating the performance of search engine query [27, 28, 29, 30 , and 31] and indexing library. Later, LSA was adopted by psychology researchers [32] and it has been deployed in the research of education, information systems, cognitive sciences and artificial intelligence.
The primitive idea of LSA is to extract hidden meaning of text from a set of documents. LSA processes a text document from a corpus of documents, identifies term and helps to pull out latent factor i.e. topic from these extracted terms. LSA creates a term-document matrix where term is the most frequently term occurring in a document. A Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is applied on the matrix which further decomposes into three matrices as U, S, and V; whereas U denotes the term eigenvectors matrix, V denotes the document eigenvectors matrix and S denotes the diagonal matrix of singular values. To avoid the overfitting of factors, the dimensionality of SVD matrices are truncated by keeping the first k dimensions. Fig. 14 . shows the graphical model of LSA. In [33] , pLSI was introduced as a probabilistic alternate of its predecessor that shows a proper generative model along with sound statistical foundation. The core of pLSI is a statistical model which has been called aspect model [34, 35] . The generative model prepares each document in corpus and topics can be interpreted as a sampling of each word in a document by applying mixture of multinomial distribution. An inference algorithm is used for inferring the document-topic distributions as well as topic-word distribution from text corpus. An Expectation Maximization [36] is used for computing the word-topic and topic-document distribution. Fig. 15 . shows the generative model to infer the equation of E and M steps.
The pLSI as compared to its non-probabilistic predecessor resolves issues of capturing polysemy and has well-built statistical foundation. The limitation of pLSI is its offline nature which unable to applied incrementally to unseen documents and also, issue with overfitting due to huge number of estimation parameters depends on size of corpus. In [37] , HLSI was introduced to build hierarchical taxonomy into similarity graph of documents by optimizing the mapping of each document into a low space dimensional vector. A class hierarchy is maintained to describe the similarity between the documents. All the documents are connecting within the class which acts as a bridge. HLSI incorporates the proximity of classes within the hierarchy which implies a connection between the documents belonging to the same class. HLSI integrate the information within a class hierarchy into a variety of learning and retrieval tasks. Fig. 16 . shows the graphical model for HLSI. 
d. Pachinko Allocation Model (PAM)
In [38] , PAM was introduced as an alternative to CTM in which topic correlations were identified using covariance matrix representing pairwise correlation among the topics except multiple topics. PAM reinstates the topic distribution over words and other topics too. Directed acyclic graph (DAG) topic structure were used to recognize correlation between topics. Gibbs sampling were used to perform parameter learning and inference. In this model topic has been distributed over other topics including words. Fig. 17 . shows the graphical model for PAM. In [39] , BPTM was introduced as an extension to PLSA in which a modified training strategy that unevenly assigns latent topics to context words according to an estimation of their latent semantic complexities. The training procedure of BPTM is similar to PLSA, whereas few modifications has introduced for EM algorithm for maximizing the log-likelihood and estimating the posterior probabilities of latent variables. PLSA has some issues of performance because of latent variable assignment in which matrix decomposition would influenced by the number of latent topics and the complexity of matrix to be decom-posed. These issues have resolved by refining the BPTM by introducing a unique variable set for every context word. Fig. 18 . shows the graphical model for BPTM. In [40] , STM was introduced as a Bayesian nonparametric model that determines latent distributions of words i.e. topics that are both semantically and syntactically coherent. The STM models dependency parsed corpora where sentences are grouped into documents. It assumes that each word is drawn from a latent topic chosen by combining document-level features and the local syntactic context. Each document has a distribution over latent topics, as in topic models, which provides the semantic consistency. Each element in the dependency parse tree also has a distribution over the topics of its children, as in latent-state syntax models, which provides the syntactic consistency. These distributions are convolved so that the topic of each word is likely under both its document and syntactic context. A faster posterior inference algorithm has derived based on variational methods. The STM has more predictive model of language than current models based only on syntax or only on topics. Fig. 19 . shows the graphical model for STM. 
g. Kernel Topic Model (KTM)
In [41] , KTM was introduced as a nonparametric regression for modeling topic on document metadata as spatial, hierarchical, social, temporal and other structure between documents. KTM has also referred as a topic model conditional on document features or Gaussian process latent variable model. A lightweight Laplace approximation was used efficiently linked as bridge on a conditionally independent mixture of latent Dirichlet allocation and Gaussian process regression. The strength of kernel formulation in KTM was its applicability to non-Euclidian feature spaces. An inference in KTM was cubic in the number of documents which incurs high computational cost. Fig. 20 . shows the graphical model for KTM. 
h. Regularized Latent Semantic Indexing (RLSI)
In [42] , RLSI was introduced as topic modeling techniques applicable for larger dataset. RLSI has adopted a new methodology which was designed for scaling to larger document collections via parallelization. The parallelization would be achieved by formulating parallel execution of learning process by decomposing into multiple sub-optimization problems via MapReduce. RLSI has developed topic modeling as a minimization of a quadratic loss function regularized by ℓ1 and/or ℓ2 norm. This regularization by ℓ1 norm applied on topics and ℓ2 norm applied on document representation to create model with readable topics useful for retrieval. RLSI has applied regularization i.e. ℓ1 and/or ℓ2 norm instead of orthogonality and probability distribution used in earlier topic models. Fig. 21 . shows the graphical model for RLSI. 
i. Modeling Documents with a Deep Boltzmann Machine (TM-DBM)
In [43] , topic modeling with a Deep Boltzmann Machine (DBM) was introduced as appropriate for extracting distributed semantic representations from a large amorphous collection of documents. DBM are usually slow to train therefore fast approximate training method makes it feasible to train model with Contrastive Divergence. An efficient pre-training method was incorporated due to parameter sharing between the hidden and visible Softmax units. In this model, the OverReplicated Softmax model performs better than standard Replicated Softmax model for features extraction. The Over-Replicated Softmax model provides an efficient way of defining a flexible prior over the latent topic features of Restricted Boltzmann Machines. Fig. 22 . shows the Over-Replicated Softmax model. In [44] , topic modeling with a Deep Belief Nets (DBN) was introduced as generative bag-of-words model and signifies conceptual meanings of documents. DBN has enabled to find a better internal representation of the documents due to the highly non-linear dimensionality reduction because of its deep architecture [45] . The training of model has realized in two phases as pretraining and fine-tuning. In pre-training phase, the approximation of model parameters has achieved. Also, in this phase training was carried out through Gibbs sampling using contrastive divergence as the approximation to the gradient [46] . In fine-tuning phase, the binary output values were computed by adding deterministic Gaussian noise to the output layer which executed the logistic sigmoid activation function gave results close to 0 or 1. Binary latent representation has showed faster results for finding similar documents.
k. Neural Topic Model (NTM)
In [47] , NTM was introduced as combination of topic modeling and deep learning techniques. NTM was a neural network topic model consists of two hidden layer for efficiently acquiring the topic-document representation and n-gram topic model. The training of the model has been accomplished by applying back-propagation algorithm for adjusting weights and stochastic gradient descent with L 2 norm regularization. The issue of local optima due to back-propagation has been overcome by applying a pre-training procedure using auto-encoder. NTM has shown improved topic representations on document learning tasks such as rating regression, multi-label classification and multi-class classification. Fig. 23 . shows the graphical model for NTM. In [47] , sNTM was introduced as a flexible transformation of the NTM to super-vised tasks by adding a label layer. The training of the model has been accomplished by applying back-propagation algorithm for adjusting weights on the labels of the documents and stochastic gradient descent with ℓ2 norm regularization.
The issue of local optima due to back-propagation has been overcome by applying a pre-training procedure using auto-encoder. sNTM has shown improved topic representations on document learning tasks and shown competitive performance on supervised tasks as compared to other supervised topic modeling techniques. Fig. 24 . shows the graphical model for sNTM. Fig.24 . sNTM Graphical Model
G. non-LDA based bag of words topic models with supervised learning a. Topical N-Grams (TNG)
In [48] , TNG was introduced as a generative probabilistic model that tries to alleviate bag-of-words assumption follow in LDA. TNG models N-grams up to arbitrary N instead of LDA which models only unigram. TNG topic model determines topics along with topical phrases. In this model inference has to some extent more complicated than in LDA, but similar approximate inference algorithms are still applicable. The retrieval performance has improved in standard ad-hoc retrieval tasks. TNG have more contented topic representations which enabled the modeling of concepts made of multiple words as compared to earlier probabilistic models but such contention comes at greater computational cost. Fig.  25 . shows the graphical model for TNG. 
a. Topic segmentation with an aspect hidden Markov model (AHMM)
In [49] , AHMM introduced as a novel probabilistic approach for topic classification on unstructured text. Earlier, hidden Markov model (HMM) was used to for probabilistically modeling for sequential data [50] . This model was extended from its predecessor i.e. pLSI into the segmenting HMM to form aspect HMM (AHMM). The Viterbi algorithm [51] , a dynamic programming technique, is used to find the most likely hidden sequence of topic states given an observed sequence of word sets. Fig. 26 . shows the hidden topic state; z as random variable in the trained aspect model. 
b. Supervised Conditional Topic Model (sCdTM)
In [52] , sCdTM was introduced as an attempt to improve performance by utilizing the nontrivial input features. The standard maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) has applied for parameter estimation. sCdTM has used metadata for modeling at word level which allows use of rich feature such as POS tags and ontologies. In this model discriminative max-margin learning method has applied to learn discriminative latent topic models. Fig. 27 . shows the graphical model for STM. 
IV. APPLICATIONS OF TOPIC MODELING
Topic modeling is used for diverse field of study from scientific knowledge discovery to social network analysis to biomedical domain. Here, we are highlighting some of the applications of topic modeling. In [53] , LSA model was applied as a review and knowledge extraction to define the taxonomy of research on behavioral operations in supply chain. In [54] , pLSA model was applied as an image retrieval to mine the image visual features for each image as a set of visual words from a discrete and finite visual vocabulary. In [55] , pLSA was used in automatic question recommendation for recommending the questions to different users. In [56] , LDA and ATM model was combines as a role discovery to learn topic distributions based on the communication between senders and receivers. In [57] , pairwise-link-LDA model was used to joint modeling of text and citations to generate arbitrary link structure. In [58] , LDA model was used for automatic essay grading to solve information retrieval tasks from classification and information filtering to document retrieval. In [59] , LDA model was applied as an anti-phishing technique to safeguard the account information, credit card etc. In [60] , hierarchical dirichlet process was applied to unstructured nursing notes to discover the topics for mortality prediction and stratify risk for the hospital. In [61] , the topic model was applied to drug with analogous side effects are possible to be effective for same disease. Similarity of drugs was found using topic distribution which helps to be replaced the drugs with safer alternatives and in [62] , 100 topics was generated from drug labels to identifying the potential adverse effect of drug. In [63] , topic modeling technique was applied to uncover the functional groups in each microbiome sample and in [64] , latent topics has been identified in wearable wireless sensor devices to track the high-level from low-level physical activities. In [65] , topic modeling technique was applied to stock market activity to extract the information that influences the stock market. In [66] , topic modeling technique was applied to predicting the popular twitter messages to classifying the users and messages into topical categories. In [67] , proposed a method for topic identification in web documents using web design features. In [68] , topic modeling was applied to measuring software maintainability.
In summary, topic modeling techniques would be applied in areas like trend analysis of scientific literature, medical, stock market, image retrieval, social networking, and anti-phishing and wireless sensor. These techniques can be further applied to other areas where there is a need to identify the hidden thematic structure in data.
V. CONCLUSION
A survey on most prominent probabilistic topic modeling techniques is presented and a novel classification is proposed in order to highlight the emergent number of research to discover the latent topics in text corpora. The main motivation to this survey rests in finding a new prospective of research direction. In Table 1 
